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If R is any prime ring with center Z and Jacobson radical J # 0, A is any 
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subring of R such that x-‘Ax c A for every unit x of R, A c Z, does it 
follow that A 2 Z for some non-zero ideal Z of R? In this note Z will answer 
the question in the negative for a special class of right valuation rings R, 
which are orders in division rings D # R. In [ 11, I. N. Herstein conjectured 
that the answer to the question would be indeed in the negative if R is 
without divisors of zero. Since the considered rings R are evidently without 
divisors of zero they will thus verify Herstein’s conjecture. 
Let me lirst recall the definition of a valued division ring (D; o) (in the 
sense of O.F.G. Schilling). If D is any division ring, 0 # G, is any ordered 
abelian group with addition, G # = G u (cc }, is the ordered group G with 
infinitely adjoined (positive infinity) then the mapping ox D + G# is a 
valuation of D with value group G, if o is onto, o maps the group D” of 
non-zero elements in D onto the group G, 
407) = w(a) -t-O(T), (1) 
for every pair 6, 7 ED, and 
~(6 + 7) 2 Min(o(a), o(z)), (2) 
for every pair 0, 7 in D. The system (D; o) is then called a valued division 
ring. 
As is formal, if R = R(D; o) is the set of elements 0 such that 
w(a) 2 0 (in G), (3) 
then R is a subring of D, which is a right valuation ring with center 
Z = ZD n R, where Z, is the center of D, and with Jacobson radical 
J=J(D:o)= {cxRlo(a)>O}. 
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Since the value group G of o is not the zero group it follows that R # D; 
equivalenty J # 0. An added feature of R is that every one-sided ideal of R 
is two-sided as this follows from the fact that 
[a, r ] is a unit of R, (5) 
where cr, z E D”, and 
[a, z] =a-+‘az. (6) 
As a special case of valued division ring sufficient for the considered right 
valuation ring R, Z will require throughout the value group G to be the 
ordered additive group of integers 2. To avoid confusion, Z will denote the 
first positive integer in G by O+. If p E D is such that w(p) = 0 +, it is clear 
that p is a principal generator of the ideal J: 
J=uR. (7) 
For general ideal Z or R, if n = n(Z) is the first positive integer in the set 
44 = {w(z) I t E I>, (8) 
then $’ is a principal generator of the ideal I: 
Z=$‘R (ZZO, R). (9) 
THEOREM 1. Let D be any division ring, let o1 and oz be any pair of 
valuations of D with same value group G = 2. Zf Ri is the valuation ring 
corresponding to oi, Ji is the Jacobson radical of Ri (i= 1,2), R, # RZ, then 
Ri contains no non-zero ideal of Rj for i # j. 
Proof Deny the conclusion of the theorem. If, say, RI contains some 
non-zero ideal Z of R, it follows that R, contains Jz. This is evidently true 
if Z= Rz. If not, then Z=unR2, where oz(p)=O+. Then J’;= (uR$= 
ZcR,. If aEJ, then a”EJ;cR, or w,(a”)>O. Equivalently, oi(a)>O. 
Thus Jz E R,. Z proceed to show next that J, c R,. For if the latter 
inclusion fails then there is a E J1, a# Rz. Since a$ R, it follows that 
a -‘~J~~R~.Froma~J~anda~‘~R,wouldfollowl=a-’a~J,,which 
is nonsense. 
Z claim next that RI 2 RZ. For, otherwise, choose r E Rz, z 4 R, . Since 
J2 c RI it follows that r 4 J2. Thus r is a unit of Rz. From z 4 R, follows 
t -‘EJ,~R,. If q5~R~ then &‘EJ,cR,, resulting in q5~Rz; this for 
every q5~R~. Thus R,rR,. From J2cR, and 
JzR,cJ,R,cJ, 
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follows J2 is an ideal of R,. Since J2 # 0, J2 #R, there must be m such that 
From ,u, E R, G R, and RI E: Rz follows J2 c ,uI;R,, with ,u, R2 a right ideal 
of R2. If ,uyR2 # R2 then J2 = &‘R, follows. Thus p;IRr = J, = &“R,, 
resulting in RI = R,, which is contrary to hypothesis. This shows that 
pyR, = R,. Thus p, is a unit of R,. However, from J, =pyR, follows 
&” E: Jz, which is nonsense. 
The preceding argument used the inclusions J, c R, and J, c R2 to 
arrive at the inclusion R, 2 R1. By symmetry, R, 3 R, follows giving the 
equality RI = RZ, which is ruled out. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let D, o, , and o2 be as in Theorem 1, and suppose that D 
is non-commutative. If R is any one of the Ri, and A = R, A R2 (resp. 
A = J, n J2) then: 
1. R is a right valuation ring which is an order in D, R has center 
Z = Z, n R, and R has Jacobson radical J# 0. 
2. B ~ ‘Aa c A, for every unit o in R. 
3. AqZ. 
4. A contains no non-zero one-sided ideal of R. 
Proof: 1. For R = R(D; oi), for some non-trivial valuation oi of D. 
2. Clearly Ri (resp. Ji) is preserved under conjugation (in D). Hence 
R, r\ R, (resp. J, n J2) is preserved under conjugation. Since R c D the 
assertion follows. 
3. If A were contained in Z, then [D”, D”] c Z, follows. For if 
A = R, n R2 then from CD”, D”] c Ri follows CD”, D” J c RI n R2 = 
AcZ=Z,nRcZ,. If, on the other hand, A = J, A J2, choose any 
r $ RI v R2 (possible since Ri # D is an additive subgroup of the additive 
group D). Then z-‘EJlnJ,cZ,. If (rERlnRz, then r-‘BE 
J, n J, c Z,. From r - ‘, z- ‘0 E Z, follows (T E Z,, this for every 
aER,nR,. Thus, again, [D”, Xx] c Z,. Since by Scott [2, 
Theorem 14.4.41 every normal subgroup of D” which is solvable must be, 
in fact, central, it follows that D” c Z,. Equivalently, D is commutative, 
which contradicts the hypothesis. 
4. If a contains some non-zero ideal of R, then R, n Rz 1 A contains 
some non-zero ideal of R. Since R = R, or R = R2, it follows that some Ri 
contains some non-zero ideal of Rj with i #j, contradicting Theorem 1. 1 
It is appropriate to observe that in case A = R, n Ri, [R”, R”] c A 
follows, where R” is the group of units of R. In fact, 
CD”, D”] c R, n R,= A. This contrasts sharply with the Lie product 
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(R, R), which by a well-known theorem of Herstein, if contained in A 
would force A to contain some non-zero ideal of R. Even (R”, R”) cannot 
be contained in A, for if 0, r E J, then (a, r) = (1 + o, 1 + z) E (R”, R”). 
It is fairly standard to construct a triple (D; 0,; 02) as in Theorem 1. 
Start with the real field R. Let (F; o) be the field of real Laurent series 
q$= f ap+ (a0 E R) 
i=O 
equipped with the valuation 
44) = 03 if f$=O 
=n, if a,#O. (10) 
Let 4: Z + Aut(F) be the homomorphism from the additive group of 
integers Z into the group of automorphisms of the field F defined by 
CD(n) = qi H qs’“‘, (11) 
where #(‘) is the Laurent series obtained by replacing the indeterminate x 
by 2”~. 
Let Tz = {frLeZ be the free abelian group with generator t = t, and 
product t,t,* = t,,,, = tr+r’. Let now D be the ring of series 
0 = f 4r,. tr, W, E FL (12) 
i=O 
where (TJ is an increasing sequence of integers. Addition and multiplication 
in D are carried out according to the following laws and their consequen- 
ces: 
O,.t,=O,; (13) 
(4. t,w * 42) = %w’~ &+/I (g,hEZ;4,@EF); (14) 
lF.tO= l,, the unity of D. (15) 
THEOREM 3. There is a triple (D; w  , ; w2) as in Theorem 1. 
Proof: For D as in the preceding construction it is well known that D is 
a division ring; it suffices to take the trivial factor set from Tz x Tz into F 
and to quote, for example, [3, pp. 23-241 for the system (D, F, T,, @). 
That D is not commutative is clear. As a first valuation of D with value 
group Z there is the usual valuation w2: D + Z defined by 
w2 f #,,t,; =ro (#,#O). 
( > i=O 
(16) 
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To get one other valuation oi with value group 2 and such that R, #R,, 
it suffices to extend the ground valuation o of F to D by setting: 
01 ,jy?LI.; =Nd,,) (4,ZO). 
( 1 
(17) 
That o, maps D onto Z# (by convention, w,(O) = 00) follows evidently 
from the fact that o maps F- F. t, onto Z #. Axiom (2) is easy to verify. 
Axiom (1) can be readily verified using the obvious fact that 
WI(P)) = m,(4) (rlEZ). (18) 
Finally, to show that R, # R, it suffices to find CJ E D such that o,(a) and 
w*(g) have opposite signs. If, for instance, (T = x. t _, then 
0*(0)=0(x)=0+, 
w,(a) = -o+, 
proving thereby the theorem. 1 
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